
A total rediscovery

Gérard Condé

Léon Carvalho, who took over at the Opéra-Comique in September 1876,
had already given the premieres of Faust, Mireille and Roméo et Juliette as
director of the Théâtre-Lyrique, so it was almost instinctively that he turned
to Gounod, who set to work at once. Written in three months, complet-
ed early in January, Cinq-Mars was performed on 5 April 1877. Alfred de
Vigny’s historical novel, published in 1826, had already inspired Jules-Henri
Vernoy de Saint-Georges to write a libretto, which had been turned down
by Meyerbeer in 1837. According to Le Figaro of 17 November 1864,
Gounod had planned to compose a Cinq-Mars et De Thou, possibly to
that text, but the project had come to nothing.

The libretto he set for performance at the Opéra-Comique in 1877
was new, written by Paul Poirson and Louis Gallet, and it used only a
small part of Alfred de Vigny’s novel: the reading at Marion Delorme’s
apartments of pages from Madeleine de Scudéry’s Clélie (not in fact pub-
lished until fifteen years or so after the historical events described) and
the conspiracy (Chapter XXII). While on the subject of historical ver-
acity, we may point out that Père Joseph (François Leclerc du Tremblay)
died in 1638, four years before the execution of the Marquis de Cinq-Mars;
furthermore, his personality was quite different from that of the charac-
ter in the opera. In some places – in the ironic opening chorus of Act I,
‘À la cour vous allez paraître’, then (Act II) in the obsequious ‘Ah! mon-
sieur le grand écuyer, permettez que l’on vous salue!’, both sung by the
courtiers – the comic tone calls to mind Gounod’s Le Médecin malgré
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lui (1858) or Le Roi l’a dit by Delibes (1873). More archaistic, ‘On ne ver-
ra plus dans Paris tant de plumes ni de moustaches’, sung by Fontrailles
with the chorus, has the flavour of an old air de cour, with the melancholy
of the minor mode. The extended balletic pastoral Divertissement at the
home of Marion Delorme provides a fine example of neoclassicism, with
its opening minuet, the allegorical ballet of the Carte du Tendre (the Entrée
des Petits-Soins could almost be a sonata by Domenico Scarlatti), and the
delightful sonnet rendered by a shepherd, ‘De vos traits, mon âme est
charmée’, a piece added during rehearsals, is related to the Fabliau ‘Je por-
tais dans une cage’ from Le Médecin malgré lui. Marion’s aria about the
possible routes leading to the fictional country of Tendre (i.e. to love),
‘Bergers, qui le voulez connaître’, showing warmth and grace and the small
irregularities dictated by the phrasing of the text (of which Gounod held
the secret), includes vocalises like those heard in the roles of Baucis
(Philémon et Baucis) and Sylvie (La Colombe), written for Caroline Miolan-
Carvalho. As a counterpoint to these neoclassical touches, used to set the
scene, as later in Massenet’s Manon, the first two acts present pieces in
which Gounod expresses himself with perfect sincerity in his own style.

The solemn expression of the prelude in D minor, which impressed those
who heard it at the premiere, reappears later at the crisis of the tragedy.
For the revival in November 1877 it was expanded: a long, agitated sec-
tion, borrowing from the final-act duet, was added in the middle. The
scene in which Cinq-Mars and his close friend De Thou, wondering what
destiny awaits them, open a book (Clélie) at random to divine it from the
first lines, takes on its full value only when they recall that episode at the
end of the work. The first truly remarkable piece is the four-part male-
voice chorus, ‘Allez par la nuit claire’, a gem of lightness and harmonic
elegance. It is followed by Marie’s cantilena, ‘Nuit resplendissante’, the
only well-known aria in the work and a piece that is as captivating and
inspired as ‘Salut, demeure chaste et pure’ (Faust) and ‘Ah, lève-toi, soleil’
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(Roméo et Juliette), with an orchestra that is just as expressive. There is
something Italian – Bellini – about the duet for Marie and Cinq-Mars,
‘Faut-il donc oublier’, with the quiet desperation of its harmonies in
thirds, but Cinq-Mars’s passionate yet brief farewell is pure Gounod,
announcing the Andante cantabile of his Petite Symphonie.

In Act II Cinq-Mars sings a cavatina, ‘Quand vous m’avez dit un jour’,
declaring his resolve to overcome every obstacle that may hinder his union
with Marie. It is not remarkable, indeed it is quite commonplace, never-
theless the repetition of the initial cell makes it persuasive. Likewise, the
trio for the lovers and Père Joseph, whose sombre expression of anger
calls to mind the stretto in the duo for Vincent and Ourrias in Mireille.
After the Divertissement at the home of Marion Delorme, Marion’s sec-
ond aria, ‘Parmi les fougères’, is studded with whimsical vocalises rem-
iniscent of those of the Queen in Les Huguenots, but the following
conspiracy has nothing in common with that of Meyerbeer: it is much
firmer in style. Here, as in the rest of the work, we appreciate the very
classical mastery of form: this is dramatic music conceived as absolute
music, or at least progressing without any external influence.

The short third act is dominated by the royal hunt, with the motif
returning several times. But it is not the stag that is at bay here: it is Marie,
as she struggles against Père Joseph who, in the most dramatic scene in
the opera, forces her by guile to agree to marry the King of Poland. This
scene is furthermore preceded by a gloating bass aria, ‘Tu t’en vas, confiant
dans ta folle entreprise’, with chromaticisms that coil, snakelike; the voice
descends finally to low D (ad libitum). Gounod’s admiration for Weber
is perceptible in the hunters’ chorus (‘Hallali! Chasse superbe!’).

The fourth act is also short. It contains several reiterations: Cinq-Mars’s
farewell from the end of Act I; the duet from Act II; the march to the scaf-
fold (already cited several times); the account of the martyrdom of the
young Christians (also Act I). The only new pieces are: Cinq-Mars’s cava-
tina, ‘Ô chère et vivante image’, written in a passionate bel canto style,
like the Act II duet, which is recalled by the orchestra before Cinq-Mars
gives expression to his feelings; and a final duet for Marie and Cinq-Mars,
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‘À ta voix le ciel s’est ouvert’, which, though of fairly slender musical inter-
est, is appropriate to the urgency of the situation. The dramatic aspect
prevails in this act, which culminates (in the original version of the work,
with its alternation of music and spoken dialogue) with the sound, once
more, of the gloomy march (already heard in Act II) as the prisoners are
summoned to meet their doom. Cinq-Mars and De Thou recall the extract
from Clélie that they read when predicting their destiny (‘They were soon
struck by the same sword and their blood mingled in the same grave’)
and, singing a simple devotional prayer, ‘Seigneur, soutiens notre âme’,
they depart to die with dignity. The march is heard again and the curtain
falls as they are led away.

For the first performance on 5 April 1877, the theatre received around ten
thousand applications for its 1,800 seats. The cast included Étienne
Dereims (Cinq-Mars, tenor), Stéphanne (De Thou, baritone), Alfred-
Auguste Giraudet (Père Joseph, bass); Mademoiselle Chevrier (Princess
Marie de Gonzague, soprano), Madame Franck-Duvernoy (Marion
Delorme, light soprano), the charming Madame Périer (Ninon de l’Enclos,
soprano) and Mademoiselle Lévy (a Shepherd, soprano). The very authen-
tic costumes were based on watercolours of the period belonging to the
painter Gérôme. Rubé, Chaperon, Lavastre and Carpezat designed the
sets. The orchestra, with a dozen or so extra strings, was conducted by
Charles Lamoureux. A month later the latter quarrelled with Carvalho
and as a result Gounod had the pleasure of conducting his work himself
until 21 May. According to Carvalho, the production cost 100,000 francs.
Léon Grus paid the composer the same considerable sum to publish the
score.

Both the critics and the public responded quite favourably to the work,
although many, hoping for another Roméo et Juliette, were a little disap-
pointed. Oscar Comettant (Le Siècle, 9 April), no doubt in answer to criti-
cisms he had heard, described the admirable unity of the work as ‘the
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height of artistry’: if there were no ‘unexpected, surprising or eccentric elem-
ents’, it was because the composer had chosen deliberately to keep strict-
ly to his line of thought. Henry Heugel (Le Ménestrel, 8 April) pointed
out that a grand opéra subject, used for the more flexible opéra-comique
genre, had enabled Gounod to employ a wide variety of styles; but instead
of using contrast, as one would have expected, he had subtly introduced
elegance into the drama, and wit into the expressions of passion. For
Bénédict Jouvin (Le Figaro, 7 April) the score combined ‘both strength
and sweetness’.

The opera composer Victorin Joncières wrote (La Liberté, 9 April): 

M. Gounod’s score shows great clarity; this is certainly the least complex

of all his works. He has no doubt sought to create grandeur by means of

simplicity. And, we may add, he has generally succeeded; he has achieved

grand effects using remarkably sober means. Moreover, the idea is always

simple, the melody constantly salient, and the instrumentation – some-

times hazy and poetic, sometimes strong and passionate – ever skilful and

full of charm.

In the Journal des débats (15 April 1877) the composer Ernest Reyer wrote,
wryly as was his wont: ‘M. Gounod composed Cinq-Mars in just fifty-
nine days: he has no reason whatsoever to regret not having taken longer.’
He went on to list its qualities: ‘pure style, elegant harmonies, original
formulas, [...] elevation, charming inspiration, forcefulness, colour, orches-
tration of great delicacy, full of ingenious surprises’.

For the revival on 14 November 1877 Gounod made several changes.
He expanded the prelude and re-orchestrated the final hymn to give it
greater impact. He did away with the spoken dialogue and the melo-
dramas, and used recitative instead. In Act III he added a cantabile for
De Thou (‘Sur le flot qui vous entraîne’) and inserted a grand quatuor
with chorus before the final repeat of ‘Hallali’. The ballet was shortened
and altered, but we do not know to what extent, and according to Louis
Pagnerre, Marion Delorme’s aria ‘Parmi les fougères’ disappeared, no
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doubt because the part was no longer taken by the same singer. Lucien
Fugère, recently engaged at the Opéra-Comique, made his debut as
Fontrailles. The Journal de musique (24 November) reported that some
of the words of the ‘conspiracy chorus’ had been changed, ‘the author’s
friends having pointed out that the expression “le trône et l’autel” was
unknown at the time of Louis XIII’; however, the scores show no trace
of that change. So great were the tensions between the Republicans and
the Royalists at that time that, according to Le Figaro (6 April 1877), the
chorus were loath to betray their convictions by singing ‘Sauvons le Roi!
Sauvons la noblesse et la France!’ (Act II, Scene 5); only after Carvalho
had told them to imagine they were singing the Marseillaise did they
finally put some spirit into the words!

Cinq-Mars received some sixty performances, until 30 January 1878.
It had a modest career in the French provinces (Gounod conducted the
Lyon premiere on 1 December 1877) and abroad. The profusion and qual-
ity of the strings when it was performed at La Scala in Milan on 19 January
1878 delighted Gounod; he had composed a new conclusion for the third
act that, in his opinion, was ‘the most dramatic of all [...]: complete silence,
with Marie trembling as Père Joseph looks at her, then reaching out to
the ambassador, while the orchestra takes up the royal march accom-
panying the king’s departure; the “Hallali”, which no longer has any mean-
ing or relevance to the situation, is omitted’ (letter to his wife). Thus he
apparently removed the quartet he had added the previous year. But he
still appears to have been dissatisfied: a manuscript belonging to his
descendants shows the outline of a new conclusion (also minus the quar-
tet, those pages having been removed) consisting of an exchange between
Marie and the King, in which she confesses to him her love for Cinq-
Mars.

———
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A page from the autograph manuscript of Cinq-Mars.
Private collection.

Une page de manuscrit autographe de Cinq-Mars.
Collection particulière.




